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Introduction 

The modern refrigeration machines running, for example, on the basis of Stirling cycle within the com-
pressor unit design are based on reciprocating motion of the pistons, implemented through a crank-and-rod me-
chanism (CRM) or by a linear electric drive.  

The achieving of operation chamber tightness require contact seals installation at the use of a crank-and-
rod mechanism, and the "absence of contact" for pistons which are the part of a linear electric drive, is achieved 
by the increasing design complexity, which reduces the resource. The rotary vane compressor being developed 
has guaranteed minimum clearances in groove seals around the blade perimeters.  

The RVC working area where the processes of compression and expansion occur represents an annular 
chamber of variable volume, for example, of rectangular cross section with a single vibrating blade inside or in 
pairs of blades that perform the piston function.  

Methods 

The closed volume of four working chambers 3 shown by Fig. 1 is formed between the fixed walls of the 
housing 1 and two movable blades 2, performing reciprocating rotary motion. The workflow of four-chamber 
RVC is organized so that while one pair of working chambers performs a compression and exhaust stroke, the 
other pair of working chambers performs an intake stroke. The inlet and exhaust of an operating body is pro-
duced through the openings 4 located at housing points where the blades meet. 

 
Fig.1. Four chamber rotor-vane compressor operation scheme 

Due to the fixation of the shaft (shafts) the RVC in the housing with bearings the application of force on 
the housing wall is excluded (as opposed to CRM, where there are forces from stocks at the transposition of a 
piston). This allows the use of contactless seals around the perimeter of the blades and thereby substantially re-
duces the friction loss. The use of appropriate materials in the RLC housing and blades design ensures a con-
stant gap and reliable operation of non-contact seals.  
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The performed calculations [1] and tests [2] of rotary vane compressor showed the need for its design 
improvements. Such factors as non-optimal geometry of the operation cavities for RLC prototypes and the cre-
vice gap in the blade connector plane substantially reduce the compressor performance.  

In order to eliminate these drawbacks the new RLC design is designed while maintaining the same work-
ing volume 6109,41 −×=рV m3, i.e. the required consumption 6108,419 −×=вQ  m3/s and the outer radius 

limit 702 =r mm. 

This variant of a rotary vane compressor (RVC-2) was carried out on a rocking scheme with one pair of 
oscillating and one pair of fixed blades. The use of one oscillating rotor by RVC-2 instead of two oscillating ro-
tors allows to avoid additional leaks in the compressor crankcase, which take place in a rotor-blade machine [2]. 

The methodology the block diagram of which is shown in Fig. 2, is used to optimize the annular channel 
shape through the gap according to the leakage minimization criterion. The calculation formula for the gas flow 
through a smooth slot is the following [1] 
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The geometric parameters of the operational cavities are optimized according to the developed methods 
[1] and are summarized in a comparative table 1.  

The assembly drawing fragment of modernized RVC-2 is shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 2. Block diagram of rotor-blade compressor geometry algorithm optimization 

Table 1. Main geometric parameters of non-optimized and modernized versions of the rotor-vane compressor 

Parameter Designation RVC-1 RVC-2 

Internal radius, m 1r  3100,23 −×  3100,60 −×  

External radius, m 2r  3100,35 −×  3100,70 −×  

Ring thickness, m кцS  3100,24 −×  3103,10 −×  

Relative piston perimeter, m пП  3100,72 −×  3106,40 −×  

Blade deviation angle maxϕ  72  90  
The angle of movable blade arc length лϕ  54  60  
Equivalent slot length, m экl  3103,27 −×  3101,68 −×  
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Fig. 3. Modernized rotor-blade compressor 

The use of two fixed blades allows to increase the compressor leaktightness at least twice, due to the ex-
clusion of the working fluid leakages along the blade perimeter. The elongation of the movable blade arc from 

54=лϕ  to 60 , and, respectively, the increase of an equivalent slot length while reducing the relative piston 
perimeter also helps to reduce leakages. Due to the use of a swinging rotor instead of two ones the leakages in 
the compressor crankcase are significantly reduced. 

The corresponding technique is developed [1], which allows to find the mass of gas transferred through 
the gap seals during the compression and exhaust process to determine the RVC working cavity tightness: 
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As the result of revised design the tightness factor of RVC-2 calculated as described in [1], makes 
95,0=гλ  for the slot gap value of 20=δ mcm, and the compressor performance is increased by 29.4% 

compared to the non-optimized RVC. This allows to achieve the required performance of 
6108,419 −×=вQ m3/s by the equivalent increase of operating frequency up to 3,11=рf  Hz or just by 

13,4%, and not by 25%, as for the case of optimization under the restriction of the outer radius 552 =r mm 
(fig. 4, 5, 6 [1]). 

 
Fig. 4. Relative piston perimeter, the equivalent length and the annular channel thickness dependence on the inner radius 
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Fig. 5. The dependence of the working fluid leaks through a smooth gap on the inner radius 

It should be noted that for the non-optimized version of the rotary-vane compressor the performance 
6108,419 −×=вQ m3/s is achieved only at the operating frequency of 7,14=рf  Hz, that is, when its in-

crease in one and a half time relative to the theoretical frequency of the working volume change 0,10=f Hz 
(see fig. 6). 

 
Fig.6. The dependence of performance on the compressor working volume change frequency 

[3] shows that the working fluid leakages have a significant impact on the CRM operation, which in-
cludes RVC. Therefore, the implementation of geometric optimization during the design phase allows to obtain 
the characteristics of rotary vane compressor, increasing the efficiency of its work in the gas cryogenic machine. 
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